Consumer Digital Identity Leveraging Blockchain

Delivering a Distributed Privacy Enhanced Identity Ecosystem

This document explores and shares the experience of DIACC member SecureKey. In alignment with DIACC’s 10 Canadian Principles of a Digital Identity Ecosystem, SecureKey has entered into a multiphase program with DIACC and DHS to explore and evaluate a solution for enabling distributed privacy enhanced identity ecosystems. This paper has been developed for the purpose of enhancing community based knowledge sharing.

This paper summarizes the work done as part of the Phase 2 of the program concentrating on the “Development of the Core Features and Initial Proof of Concept”, and building up on the recommendations from the Applied Research completed in Phase 1 which are further described in the “Consumer Digital Identity” white paper.
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Executive Summary

DIACC anticipates that multiple Third-Party Identity Information Networks, referred to as Network(s) in this paper, may become available in the near future. The purpose of this project is to explore implementation considerations regarding Networks. This companion paper was developed to identify and share lessons learned with the DIACC community as a valuable opportunity to inform the development of the Pan-Canadian Trust Framework by exploring an implementation of a Network.

This paper specifically explores a Network that is being implemented by SecureKey on Blockchain technology that aims to provide a foundational service to accelerate the digital economy. In order for high value services and processes to be brought online, it is envisioned that digital exchanges will provide trusted and reliable digital identity claims in a secure and private manner to participants in such an exchange.

For example: when applying for a credit product at a financial institution today, an individual must go, in person, to a financial institution branch’s agent with an application and a variety of

1 https://diacc.ca/principles/
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documents to prove that individual is who s/he claims to be. The agent processes the application and performs an identity proofing exercise on the individual to have confidence on his/her identity. The individual typically presents government issued identification documents. The bank accepts the application if the identification "looks right". The issuer of the document (passport office of DMV, for example) is never notified of the individual's desire to open a bank account - the individual's activity is kept private from the issuer(s) of the identity document(s).

In the above example, the application can be completed online. The processing of the application can be done by Bank IT systems. The associated identity verification from the collected sources can be cross-checked with online services. But what cannot be done is the verification by the Bank of the identity of the individual presenting reliable digital identity credentials. Therefore, identity proofing or confidence continues to rely on tedious "in person" processes.

To solve that problem, a Network service allows a user to collect, and present, verified digital assets in a trusted and reliable manner, to and from peer Network Participants. Networks have the potential to secure:

- A user's right to privacy of activity.
- A user's right to decide when and what information about themselves is shared between organizations.
- Cryptographic protection of digital assets for confidentiality and integrity.
- That all digital asset exchanges and transactions are cryptographically auditable.
- No central point of failure or trust: a distributed Network of trusted organizations run a cryptographically protected consensus protocol that collectively determines the state of the Networks, the Participants, the digital assets, and the users.
- Permissions, authentications, and auditability of Network Participant activities.

**Identity in the Future**

**Utilizing Strong Distributed Ledger Capabilities**

**PROS**
- No Data visible to network operator
- No central database or honeypots
- No central point of failure
- Triple Blind – PRIVACY
- Cannot track user across relying parties
- Scalable
- Resiliency to DDOS
The Implementation Phase

The Applied Research Project Phases consist of six key deliverables that align with core Architectural and Privacy Principals.

1. Phase 1 Architectural and Privacy Principals:
   a. No centralized authority
   b. Secured blinded infrastructure
   c. Decentralized, secured and private data architecture
   d. Privacy and controls
   e. Book keeping, audit and billing

2. Phase 2 Implementation Key Deliverables:
   a. System assumption evaluation and deployment architecture documents
   b. Digital Asset licensing and distribution
   c. Proof of Concept coding and transaction flows/screens
   d. iOS & Android user agents (mobile apps)
   e. Proof of Concept deployment and demos
   f. Optional usage of biometric authentication & Windows secure element

All deliverables for the Implementation Phase have been completed with key outcomes as follows.

---
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Exploring Network Principles

It is anticipated that multiple Networks may come into existence for user-controlled, secure, and privacy-enhancing exchange of identity information and interoperability of identity data and network communication represents an imperative opportunity to grow Canada’s economy. To reduce uncertainty regarding implementation of Networks, this paper explores a specific Network instance called Verified.Me™ that is represented in various graphics throughout this paper. Terms introduced in this paper are specifically defined by SecureKey who are the performers of this Applied Research Project. This Network is an example of a "Digital Asset exchange" that allows users to authorize the exchange of shareable verified data between Network Participants (otherwise known as third-party data verifiers) in a secure and privacy preserving manner, under a common operating protocol without the need for Network Participants to integrate directly.

A user's shareable data in the Network are represented as Digital Assets. Digital Assets are associated to a user's network account, or Digital Lockbox. The Digital Lockbox is maintained by the Service Host/Digital Lockbox Provider (DLBP). A user authenticates to their Digital Lockbox via their Service Host/DLBP in order to manage and share their Digital Assets with Networks.

Network Participants do not communicate directly to exchange data. Network Participants rely on their Service Host/DLBP and the Ledger Network to authenticate the user and validate the data exchange policies. Providers of user data will receive a request for their user's account data from the Ledger Network and provide data to the Network for delivery to the Requesting Party.

High Level Roles and Interactions

A User Agent provides the user interface to the Network, including authentication, lockbox management, and licensing/consent workflows. The User Agent can be available either as a mobile application available on iOS and Android platforms, or as a web agent.

A Digital Lockbox Provider (DLBP) is a user's Network account which is stored on the Ledger Network. Service Hosts also typically make up the Consortium Organizations who determine the operating rules and policies for the Network. Service Hosts/DLBPs are the backbone of the Network, providing authentication services, lockbox management, and license management.
interfaces to the user agent, as well as hosting the required distributed Ledger Nodes that make up the Network.

**Digital Asset Providers (DAP)** act as data sources for the Network, providing user data through Digital Assets and allowing a user to share their account related information from multiple sources in one authentication and licensing/consent action.

**Digital Asset Consumers (DAC)** act as data consumers that request Digital Assets from users, and once the user consent is recorded, collect the Digital Asset data related to the user from the service Ledger Network. Organizations participating in a Network can act as any combination of Service Host/DLBP, Digital Asset Provider, and Digital Asset Consumer.

In this case the service **Ledger Network** is a distributed application and state database backed by HyperLedger Fabric blockchain technology. Each Service Host/DLBP runs a Node to support the Ledger Network, ensuring there is no central point of failure or single point of trust. Service Host/DLBPs, Digital Asset Provider and Digital Asset Consumers act as clients to the Ledger Network nodes. The Ledger Network stores the state of a user's lockbox and license grants. A user's internal DAP account information, or raw data, are never persisted on the Ledger Network.

The **Service Operator** participates in the runtime operation of the Ledger Network by supporting a shared component called the **Ordering Service**, and also by maintaining the financial transaction log for billing settlement for the Network Participants. The Service Operator manages the participant registration (ServiceHost/DLBP, DAPs, and DACs) and the policy configuration as set out by the Consortium Organizations. The Service Operator also provides operational support and monitoring of Network specific components to help maintain the health of the Network as a whole.
Core Use Cases and Demo Screens

1. **Registration**: A user should be able to create a new Digital Lockbox to register for the service. This is done by downloading the mobile app and linking it to a valid Service Host.

![Registration Procedure](image)

2. **Collect Digital Assets – Add Connection**: A registered user should be able access Digital Assets provided by other Network Participants who are acting as DAPs. This rounds out their Digital Lockbox profile and allows for faster transactions in the future.

![Collect Digital Assets](image)
3. **Share Multiple Digital Assets in one Action:** A user should be able to share their Digital Assets with valid Network Participants who are acting as DACs. Users should be able to share multiple Digital Assets from potentially multiple sources in a single transaction without requiring multiple authentications at each DAP.

![Image of mobile app screens showing Millennial Apartments application]

4. **Manage Digital Assets:** A user should be able to view and manage their Digital Assets registered in the Network.

5. **Transaction History:** A user should be able to review their transaction history of events and consent actions they participated in from the mobile app.

6. **Report a Problem:** A user should be able to inspect the details of past transactions they have taken in the Network and be able to report a possible mis-use of their information to their DLBP for resolution.

7. **Delete Account:** A user should be able to delete their Digital Lockbox and all its contents if they choose to stop using the service.

8. **Biometric Authentication and Windows Secure Element:** The addition of traditional web browser capabilities complements the mobile app, enabling consumers to access online services faster, such as opening bank accounts or applying for a new credit card online in seconds, with added privacy and security. It is important to ensure that the digital identity ecosystem is not limited to only one device (mobile). In this case, SecureKey worked with Intel Corporation, to ensure that consumers are able to assert identity information straight from their Intel® Core™ processor-based desktop or laptop using Intel® Software Guard Extensions (Intel® SGX) technology. In this instance it extends the option for consumers to verify their identity directly from a laptop or desktop. Intel SGX® adds extra protection and integrity of sensitive code and data without disrupting the ability of legitimate system software to schedule and manage the use of platform resources.

---
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Digital Asset Licensing and Distribution

A Digital Asset in the Network is a collection of data linked to a user. Digital Assets are defined by a Schema, or Type. The Type defines the bundle of information that can be collected in a request for that Digital Asset. For example, the Base Profile Digital Asset Type contains personal identification and contact information related to the user. The variety of Digital Asset Types makes up the set of information that can be collected about a user through the Network in a request.

Digital Assets are sourced, or provided, by partners in the Network acting as a DAP. A user can have multiple Digital Assets from a variety of providers.

The Digital Asset record in the Network is a set of references that 'point' to the source (DAP) of the data and links these references to a Digital Lockbox. No real data values are stored in a Digital Asset record in the Network.

Users are required to authenticate to their Digital Lockbox in order to prove ownership of their
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Digital Assets.

A user registers at a DAP to authorize access to their information through the service. The DAP then issues one or more Digital Assets to the user.

Partners in the Network that consume user information are called Digital Asset Consumers (DACs). When a user agrees to share their Digital Asset with a DAC, they are licensing their Digital Asset to that DAC through the service.

The service manages Digital Assets and licenses to facilitate the exchange of user information in a secure, private, reliable and robust manner through the Network.

1. High Level Data and Key Flow

2. Registration
3. Transaction Step 1: Request

4. Transaction Step 2: User Licensing

5. Transaction Step 3: Fulfillment
Lessons Learned for the DIACC Community

DIACC’s mission is to unlock and harness Canada’s full potential in the Digital Economy by delivering a Digital Trust Framework of standards and practices collectively known as the Pan-Canadian Trust Framework. The Pan-Canadian Trust Framework is developed by Canada’s public and private sector community and published by the DIACC in order to accelerate Canada’s economic growth by securing interoperability of Digital Identity services and solutions including Third-Party Identity Information Networks. The learnings of this applied research project provide a valuable opportunity to inform the Pan-Canadian Trust Framework by exploring an implementation of a Third-Party Identity Information Network.

Given the scope of the deliverables in Phase Two, a number of key learnings were identified during the implementation and development activities. The high-level focus of the lessons learned centered around the need for Networks to perform with speed, convenience, and aligned with the expectations of today’s digital users – clearly users will have low tolerance for slow transaction response times and making sure the user has clear understanding of what is happening during these transaction – the user experience must support allowing the user to collect, and present, verified Digital Assets in a trusted and reliable manner. This is a short list of key findings focusing on two primary areas – system/implementation and user experience.

When implementing a Network, at a high level the following requirements were identified:

1. To ensure a seamless user experience, Networks must prioritize speed and efficiency with regards to processing of transactions.

2. The user experience with regards to handling T&C, also requires management with tools to allow the user to review and reference them in the future if needed.

3. Implement a recovery profile feature, allowing users to recover their digital relationships and previous history.

4. Enhance participant on-boarding process with support and integration materials.
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